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Abstract
The internet has reconstructed information boundaries in the modern world,
and along with mobile internet has become the most important source
of information for the public. Simultaneously, the internet has brought
humanity into an era of information overload. In response to this information overload, recommendation systems backed by big data and smart
algorithms have become highly popular on information platforms on the
internet. There have already been many studies that attempted to improve
and upgrade recommendation algorithms from a technical perspective, but
the field lacks a comprehensive reflection on news recommendation systems.
In our study, we summarize the principles and characteristics of current news
recommendation systems and discuss “unexpected consequences” that might
arise from these algorithms. In particular, technical bottlenecks include cold
starts and data sparsity, and moral bottlenecks are presented in the form of
information imbalance and manipulation. These problems may cause new
recommendation systems to become a “warped mirror”.
Keywords: Information overload, internet news, recommendation systems,
User-CF, Item-CF, reflection on technology.
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1 Introduction
As a new and powerful carrier of information, the internet opened up the age
of new media. Today, new media has deeply integrated itself to people’s lives.
All kinds of news and advertisements automatically pop up in windows as
one turns on a computer, and all sorts for recommendations for various merchandise immediately appears as one logs in to an online shopping platform.
More surprisingly, you might suddenly discover that the news and shopping
information that pops up is not “irritating” but about things you actually
care about. There seems to be an “invisible person” behind the computer
screen that continues to observe each user, pondering what kind of news
they like to read, and what things they want to buy. In reality, this “invisible
person” exists – this is what a recommendation system is. Computer scientists
first invented this system to solve the problem of information overload in
the age of big data. Since the amount of data provided by the internet far
exceeds the amounts of data a user can accept and process, the rate at
which a user can effectively process data has decreased dramatically [1]. In
the field of recommendation algorithms, news recommendation systems is
a hot topic [2, 3]. Before the internet, popular methods of recommendation
utilized newspapers, radio, and television. During the starting stage of the
development of the internet, the popular way to recommend something was
to put the information on a website with many users like Yahoo. Nowadays,
personalized recommendation algorithms and information visualization is
mainstream and is used heavily by big news companies all over the word,
such as News Republic, Flipboard, Google News, Zaker, and TOPBuzz, a
newly-emerged popular news company in China.

2 Technical Principles of News Recommendation Systems
A recommendation system is developed by experts on the basis of computing
technology and statistics, combining data, algorithms, and computers to create mechanisms that relate users with personalized resources that can reflect
the user’s consumer behaviors and information intake. To date, recommendation systems have developed a relatively complete methodology. The most
common algorithm categories are collaborative filtering recommendations,
content-based recommendations, association rule-based recommendations,
utility-based recommendations, and knowledge-based recommendations.
First, we talk about collaborative filtering recommendations. These
algorithms can be categorized into User-Based Collaborative Filtering and
Item-Based Collaborative Filtering. User-Based CF finds other users that
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has a high similarity with the target user, i.e., similar users, and uses the
preferences of those similar users to predict the preferences of the target user.
Item-Based CF uses the ratings that users give an item or a message, analyzes
the similarity between different items and messages, and recommends the
items that has a high similarity with the items that the target user likes.
The basics of these algorithms include association algorithms, categorization
algorithms, clustering algorithms, regression algorithms, matrix decomposition, graph models, word connotation models, and neural networks. Next,
there are content-based recommendations. These algorithms do not need to
utilize the item ratings of users, but instead use the browsing history of a user
to predict what the user might have never seen but might like. Third, there
are association-based recommendations. These algorithms smartly utilize the
ability to find association in big data. By using the association rule and
digging through datasets, the relationship between different items during their
sales and usage can be discovered and be used to predict the users’ needs.
Fourth, there are utility-based recommendations. The core of this algorithm is
to create an utility function for each user that has the item characteristics and
customer satisfaction as input. After calculating the different values of utility
given the different inputs, the item with the highest utility is recommended to
the user. Fifth, there is knowledge-based recommendations. This algorithm
uses the knowledge structure in the user data that can support inference (such
as regularized user search history), creating a knowledge base of how an item
can satisfy a particular user, and using that knowledge to make a prediction [4]. In these common categories of recommendation algorithms, collaborative filtering is the main algorithm basis of news recommendation system.
We talk about the principles and processes of collaborative filtering below.
2.1 Item-Based Collaborative Filtering
Item based collaborative filtering is one of the main algorithms used in
news recommendation systems. Its fundamental principle is finding pieces
of news similar to the news that the user prefers based on the user’s history.
From a computational angle, it takes all the preferences a user has towards
a piece of news and converts that into a vector to determine the similarity
between the two pieces of news. Once the similarity has been calculated,
based on past preferences, the pieces of news which the user has not yet
expressed preferences for are predicted, finally getting a sorted list of news
recommended to the user. For instance, for a piece of military news A, based
on the preferences of all the users in the past, users who like news A like
political news C. Therefore, military news A and political news C are similar,
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so if user U like military news A, it can be predicted that user U might also
like political news C.
The implementation process is as follows:
(1) Calculate the similarity between two pieces of news. The formula is as
follows:
|N (i) ∩ N (j)|
wij = p
(1)
|N (i)||N (j)|
In formula (1), N (i) is the collection of users who like reading news i,
and N (j) is the collection of users who like reading news j. The calculated
wij is the number of people who like news i who also like news j, and is the
similarity between news i and news j.
(2) Constructing the users – reversed news list
We can express all the historical data of news in a matrix Dn∗m .
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In formula (2), n is the total number of users that has seen the piece of
news; m is number of news the n users have ever seen, dij represents whether
user i has seen user j, 1 means they have read it and 0 means the opposite.
We construct a reverse user list based on Di∗j , as shown in Table 1.
In particular, 1, 2, and 3 . . . , m, and n are the pieces of news seen by the
users. xij is the number of users who have read news i and news j.
(3) Calculate how interested a user is in a piece of news
We use the similarity formula given above to recommend to a user the
type of news they like or similar to what they like. The interest a user u has
Table 1
1
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in a piece of news j is calculated as follows:
X
wji rui
puj =

(3)

i∈N (u)∩S(j,k)

In formula (3), S(j, k) are the k most similar pieces of news to news j.
N (u) is the collection of news that user u likes. Since we need to predict how
much interest user u has in news j, we should naturally pick from the top k
pieces of news the ones that are related with j. We take the intersection. wji
is the similarity between news j and news i. rui is the interest user u has to
news i.
(4) Top-N analysis
We reverse sort the puj values calculated, and choose the first N items to
recommend to user u.
2.2 User-Based Collaborative Filtering
In user-based collaborative filtering, we can recommend based on the similarities of how two different users rate the same piece of news. In simpler
terms, we group people into categories and recommend to users news that
other users in that category like. For instance, if a user U1 reads news of type
A and type C, and user U2 also reads those types of news, then if U2 also
reads news of type B, there is a high probability that U1 also likes reading
news of type B.
The implementation process is as follows:
(1) Calculate the similarity between two users. Similar to formula (1), the
formula to calculate user similarity is as follows:
|N (u) ∩ N (v)|
wuv = p
|N (u)||N (v)|

(4)

In formula (4), N (u) is the collection of news liked by user u, and N (v)
is the collection of news liked by user v. The calculated wuv is the similarity
between user u and user v.
(2) Constructing the users – reversed news list
This step is the same as item-based CF, and is therefore omitted here.
(3) Calculate how interested a user is in a piece of news
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The interest a user u has in a piece of news i is calculated as follows:
X
wuv rvi
(5)
p(u,i) =
v∈S(u,k)∩N (i)

In formula (5), S(u, k) are the k most similar users to user u. N (i) is the
collection of users that has interacted with news i. Since we need to predict
how much interest user u has in news i, we should naturally pick from the
top k users the ones that is related with i. We take the intersection. wuv is the
similarity between user u and user v. rvi is the interest user v has to news i.
(4) Top-N analysis
This step is the same as item-based CF, and is therefore omitted here.
2.3 A Comparison Between Item-based CF and User-based CF
From a concrete application perspective, the two recommendation algorithms each have their own advantages. In particular, item-based CF has the
advantages of better reflecting the interests of an individual user and the recommendations can be updated real-time, but it requires more computational
power because it is more requires more computation. In contrast, user-based
CF is great at reflecting what is popular in a given time frame, and since it
does not need to calculate how similar two pieces of news are, it requires
less computational power. The pros and cons of each algorithm can be found
below in Table 2.

Character
Advantages

Table 2 Comparison between Item-based CF & User-based CF
Item-based CF
User-based CF
– Reflects the interest of an
– Better reflects what is popular
individual user
in a given time period
– Real time changes of
– Reflects the relations between
recommendation results
a user’s interests with the
– Higher level of
group of users
personalization in the
– No need to calculate
recommendations
similarity between news

Disadvantages

– Higher complexity for
item similarity calculations
– Higher requirements for
system response speed
– Hard to construct a model
of the object

– Higher complexity for user
similarity calculations
– New user behavior cannot be
reflected in real time
– Not enough reasons for a
recommendation
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3 Problems with News Recommendation Systems
The success of recommendation algorithms in commercial news have excited
experts and businesspeople, incentivizing them to continue to evolve and
optimize the algorithms in order to achieve more precise recommendations
and increase customer retention. Anderson went as far as to declare, “Better
data and better tools for analysis can win over the world” [5]. Yet, with the
ubiquitous applications of news recommendation systems, a few bottlenecks
have become more apparent, and we can discuss them from a technical
perspective and a moral perspective.
3.1 Technical Bottlenecks
First, there is the problem of data sparsity. As the scale of recommendation
systems increases and there are tens of millions of users and news content,
the possibility of some pieces of chosen news overlapping between two
users becomes very small. If we look at data sparsity using a ratio of the
existing relations between a user and some pieces of news to all possible
existing relations, we can observe that as the number of news content grows
exponentially, data becomes more and more sparse, which will significantly
increases the computation complexity of the system. The root of this problem
cannot be entirely solved, but there are some ways to reach a middle ground.
If it is possible to use a kind of expanding algorithm, changing the original
order-one relations (how similar are two users or the news content that read)
to relations of order-two or higher (given that relations and similarity itself is
expandable) [6], then some default parameters can be used [7] and increase
the resolution of similarities. The bigger the scale of data, the sparser it
usually is. There are some sparse data algorithms that are believed to be very
helpful in the future (e.g. expanding [6], iterative optimization [8], similarity
transference [9] etc.)
Second, there is the problem of cold starts. For a new user that has just
joined a system, there is no effective behavioral data that can be used as
reference and it is therefore hard for the system to give the user a precise
recommendation. On the flip side, some news content has only been seen
by users a few times and it is therefore difficult to recommend this piece
of news to users. One solution is to use the content as an assistive recommendation, and another is to gather some data such as age, city, education
level, gender, and occupation [10, 11] upon signup or via a questionnaire.
Recently, tagging systems that have been used in many places are also a
possible solution [12], because tags can been thought of as the essence of
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content, and they simultaneously reflect the personal preferences of users.
Two users can watch the same news but be interested in different parts of the
same piece. Of course, the usage of tags can only improve recommendations
given to users with minimal behavioral data but does not help users who are
from a completely cold start, because no tags are associated with these users.
3.2 Moral Bottlenecks
First, there is the problem of information imbalance. Prasier, the founder
of a subscription-based news website Upworthy, stated that media given to
users by algorithms can create a bubble-like environment that wraps around
the users. He named this phenomenon as filter bubbles [13]. Personalized
news algorithms use recommendation systems to create a “personalized daily
digest” for the users, giving the users what they want to see. Filtering based on
user preference causes internet media to provide to users their own echoes.
If the user is unaware of this fact and believes the content given to him by
the media is reflective of the real world, then the user becomes even more
subjective. This subjectivity will in return affect the algorithm, causing a
positive feedback cycle that enhances itself over and over. A “personalized
daily digest” will soon become “Information Cocoons”. The most dangerous
part of being inside a information cocoon is the inability to correct cognitive
bias, hence seeing bias or misinformation as the truth.
Second, there is the problem of information manipulation. Recommendation systems are in part driven by commercial and economical incentives.
Some users with malicious intent can increase or decrease the probability of
a piece of news being recommended [14]. Therefore, an important characteristic of a recommendation algorithm is its ability to to a certain extent remain
neutral even under malicious attacks. Take a simple association-rule based
algorithm as an example, the Apriori algorithm is much better at remaining
neutral that the k-nearest-neighbors algorithm [15]. Some technology have
been developed to increase an algorithm’s capability to remain neutral even
under malicious attacks, such as analyzing the behavioral differences of a real
user and a malicious user, judging ahead of time which behaviors are malicious, and stopping it from entering the system or giving it less impact when
it enters the system [16–18]. Besides commercial manipulation, research has
shown that it is possible for news recommendation systems to serve political
interests. As early as 2015, a research that focused on Facebook showed that
broadcasting different pieces of news can affect the participation of American
voters [19]. Epstein also stated that a biased search engine can change voter
intent, manipulating the outcome of politics [20].
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4 Conclusions
There are five commonly seen recommendation algorithms: Collaborative Filtering Recommendation, Content-Based Recommendation, Association Rule-Based Recommendation, Utility-Based Recommendation and
Knowledge-Based Recommendation. In particular, collaborative filtering is
the one used most often in news recommendation systems. This paper
summarizes the principles and processes of the two collaborative filtering
algorithms: Item-based CF and User-based CF. We also reflected on the
technical and moral bottlenecks of these news recommendation systems. The
prior includes cold start and data sparsity, and the latter materializes in forms
such as information imbalance and information manipulation. We believe
that in an age of information overload, the government, companies, and the
public should work together. Concretely, the government needs to come up
with new regulations to guide new media, encouraging companies to create
algorithms that put more weight on good content. Companies need to be
self-disciplined and take up the associated responsibility of an information
carrier and medium. They cannot distribute vulgar content only because it
is profitable. Users also need to keep up with the times and increase their
information literacy by strengthening their abilities to acquire, read, analyze,
and rate all kinds of information.
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